Minimum error rate training (MERT) is a widely used training procedure for statistical machine translation. A general problem of this approach is that the search space is easy to converge to a local optimum and the acquired weight set is not in accord with the real distribution of feature functions. This paper introduces coordinate system selection (RSS) into the search algorithm for MERT. Contrary to previous approaches in which every dimension only corresponds to one independent feature function, we create several coordinate systems by moving one of the dimensions to a new direction. The basic idea is quite simple but critical that the training procedure of MERT should be based on a coordinate system formed by search directions but not directly on feature functions. Experiments show that by selecting coordinate systems with tuning set results, better results can be obtained without any other language knowledge.
Introduction
Statistical machine translation technologies convert a natural language into another natural language automatically by using large-scale corpus-based statistical models. From noise channel model (Brown, 1990) , maximum entropy model (Och, 2002) to minimum error rate training model (Och, 2003) , statistical machine translation systems continuously revise decision-making methods for obtaining translations, increasing the system performance gradually. Meanwhile, the machine translation units start to transit from words (Brown, 1990) to phrases (Koehn, 2003) . For example, being the most widely used machine translation system, Moses contains two main technologies which are minimum error rate training model and statistical phrase-based translation (Koehn, 2007) . Minimum error rate training is a method proposed by Och (2003) to obtain all weights of feature functions according to the translation error rate. Unlike log-linear model based on maximum entropy, the MERT model does not use language model, distortion model and sentence length et al. directly to evaluate translations, but evaluates translations by a standard evaluation method (such as BLEU). Experiments show that when using the same evaluation method to carry out training and evaluating, the evaluation results can get better scores (Och, 2003) . Although this method is not a real optimum algorithm, it can adapt translations to different evaluation methods. So it is more beneficial than the traditional method to obtain higher scores. 
A standard algorithm for optimizing the parameters of eq. 3 is Koehn's Coordinate Descent (KCD). When training parameters, greedy algorithm is used to adjust the parameters of a particular dimension by turn, while other dimensions of the parameters are constant.
Although KCD can achieve a global optimum on one dimension each time, it can not guarantee that the entire feature set converge to a global optimum in all dimensions (Moore, 2008) . In this paper, we introduce coordinate system selection (RSS) 
Koehn's Coordinate Descent (KCD)
KCD is a variant of coordinate descent algorithm that, at each iteration, moves along the coordinate which allows for the most progress in the objective (Cer, 2008) . Liu (2008) gives the progress steps of KCD (See Algorithm 1).
Coordinate systems Selection Model

KCD Independence Assumption
In KCD algorithm the search space is formed by a number of dimensions that correspond to all the feature functions. It tries to find a better scoring point in the parameter space by optimizing one parameter along one direction while keeping other parameters fixed (och, 2003 Given that all dimensions form a coordinate system, each dimension of the coordinate system corresponds to one and only one feature function. As each dimension of the coordinate system in the search process is independent, one to one correspondence coordinate system assumes that every two feature functions are independent, namely makes the assumption of independence. …… However, not all features functions are independent. Some feature functions such as language model and lexical length model, positive phrase translation model and positive lexical weight model are all related in machine translation systems.
Coordinate systems
In the KCD approach, feature functions are directly used by the iterative search process. When searching for a better scoring point, all the search directions do not interfere with each other. However, most of the feature functions in machine translation system are interrelated. In fact, there is a default insufficient assumption that each search direction corresponds to one feature function.
As alternative to KCD, in RSS-MERT, one direction corresponding to one feature function is only a basic form of the coordinate system. Coordinate system (RS) is consisted of a number of search directions which can be moved from one feature function near to another. This improved method helps to break the original assumption of feature function independence, and enhance the links between context-sensitive feature functions in the search process to get better weight set that is closer to the real distribution of feature functions. 
RSS-MERT Progress
RSS-MERT algorithm is generated by adding selected coordinate systems to KCD. The association between two functions will change according to some objective factors (such as training corpus). Therefore, in RSS-MERT process, we need the results of closed test to adjust the coordinate system. In the original system, each search direction is in accord with one of the feature function. By introducing the parameters , the search direction can be moved to another feature, so as to create a new coordinate system (see Figure 3) .
The establishment of dynamic search directions makes use of a parameter to consider the intrinsic link between feature functions. By changing the parameter, the machine translation system can construct
several coordinate systems and use the error rate to adjust the feature weight proportion on different RS. The local optimum point will change while search direction is moved, thus we have the chance to obtain a weight set of translation models with higher evaluation results. Figure 3 Assume that the original system has three feature functions, and coordinate system is XYZ. Through movement of one search direction X, the new coordinate system is changed to X'YZ.
Results
Baseline Translation System
We use a free and complete machine translation decoding tool 
Corpus Preparation
Our data come from two kinds of parallel corpus. 
Training and Development Data
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Results
Figure 4
Closed test results (move from language model direction to distortion model direction，ngram=6, the horizontal coordinate denotes  ) Figure 5 Open test results (move from language model direction to distortion model direction，ngram=6, the horizontal coordinate denotes  ) Table 2 Comparing the best results of three different kinds of movements with the baseline system when n-gram is 6
In addition, the two tables show that the experiment results of 6-gram is significantly better than that of 5-gram, which is consistent with the baseline system. When moving from language model direction to distortion model direction, the system achieved the best results: the BLEU score of closed test is 15.80 and of open test is 18.14.
We also try to move two search directions: one is from language model to distortion model and the other is from distortion model to length model. The parameters are 0.3 and 0.1 respectively. The results are showed below. Table 3 It can be seen from figure 6 that while transforming the search direction of the coordinate system, there is also a corresponding movement of the weights of two related features in the coordinate system. Therefore, changing the coordinate system is actually equivalent to moving the weight values in the coordinate system. As a whole, in RSS-MERT, by changing the search direction of the coordinate system and making the minimum error rate point moved, we can avoid the training progress converge to a local optimum. (2008) replaces word n-best list by lattices to improve the estimates of the expected translation score. In the algorithm, they efficiently construct and represent the exact error surface of all the translations which are encoded in a phrase lattice. They use this novel method to train the feature function weights for a phrase-based statistical machine translation system. Experiments show that they obtain significant improved BLEU score over N-best MERT. The optimal solution point in MERT is often related to the initial weights of feature functions. Some current studies focus on the choice of initial weights. In order to avoid getting into a bad local optimum, Koehn et al. (2007) start from different initial weights, and use multiple optimizing search methods on each set of extended hypotheses in the translation. Moore et al.(2008) use two methods to adjust the initial weight for MERT: (1) randomly select initial weight according to uniform distribution; (2) use random walk method that select the initial weight according to the local optimum which the previous iteration converges to. Their experiments also make the BLEU evaluation results of translations improved significantly.
Related Research
Conclusion
Statistical machine translation systems often contain a number of feature functions.
So the problem of correlated feature functions is critical that any statistical machine translation system must face.
However, in Koehn coordinate descent method, each search direction corresponds to one feature function, ignoring the correlation between the feature functions. In this paper we change the search directions to form several coordinate systems for KCD so that we can get better weight points which are closer to the real distribution of feature functions.
The weights of minimum error rate training tend to converge to a local optimum. Experiments show that the changing trends of feature function weights are the same as the moving trends of search directions. By making use of the correlation between the functions and selecting coordinate systems, we can obtain multiple weight sets that satisfy minimum error rate. For different weight sets, the closed test and open test results of BLEU evaluation are often identical. Therefore, we do not need to change the initial weights of training, instead we only need to select the best model for the closed test, so as to improve the open test results. This method overcomes the limitation of the local optimum in MERT and can get better results on the overall situation.
Without increasing the system's execute time and storage space, this method is simple and convenient to be widely used. Moreover, the SMT performance has a chance to be significantly improved by finding better coordinate systems. In the future, we will extend RSS-MERT methods to other models, such as phrase translation model and lexical weight model. In addition, we will also test on a larger corpus, hoping to expand such a simple way to the practical aspects.
